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This is a proposal for a model and an architecture for decentralized process centered
environments supporting collaboration and concerted eorts among geographically
dispersed teams  each team with its own autonomous process  with emphasis on
exible control over the degree of collaboration and autonomy provided The focus is
on decentralized process modeling and on decentralized process enaction
c
 		
 Israel Z BenShaul
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  Introduction and Motivation
Software Development Environments SDEs emerged in an attempt to address the prob
lems associated with developing maintaining and managing largescale software projects
One of the main issues in SDE research is how to construct environments that are exible
and extensible while at the same time integrated 		
 Early SDEs focused on integration
by providing frameworks in which tools and users could communicate and exchange infor
mation However most SDEs were either knowledgeless with respect to the actual process
of development or maintenance or imposed a hardwired process
Process Centered Environments PCEs emerged in the mid s as an attempt to address
mainly the exibilityextensibility aspect by means of process modeling The gist of pro
cess modeling is   to provide a special purpose programming language for the denition of
the software processes eg management design coding testing and  to take advantage
of wellunderstood programming language implementation techniques to execute as much as
possible of the software process Thus a PCE typically consists of a processtranslator that
compiles the specications of the process and loads them into the instantiated environment
and a virtual machine or processengine that enacts the dened process
Enaction is a widely used term in the PCE community The purpose of process enaction is
to assist and carry out the development process as dened in the modeling language Kinds
of enaction include monitoring guidance automation enforcement and control for parts
or all of the enacted process Process enaction diers from conventional program execution
in that  the operators of the language are tools eg compilers editors etc  the
operands of the language are product artifacts eg code documentation etc and 
human users are inherent part of the process program and may actively participate in its
enaction execution
Process modeling has increasingly attracted attention in the software engineering commu
nity as evidenced by the eighth International Software Process Workshop and the second
International Conference on the Software Process Various PCEs have been constructed
as research prototypes and noncommercial systems and some have been recently released
as commercial products Examples of relatively wellknown academic and other research
PCEs include Arcadia 





 and Oikos  
 Examples of commercial products include Process Weaver  

and HP SynerVision
   Why Decentralization 
Largescale product development be it software or other engineering typically requires
participation of multiple users often divided in multiple groups each of which is concerned
with a dierent aspect of the product For example a software product may require teams
for requirements specications design development testing and maintenance Each team
requires its own specic tools and may possibly require its own private data management
policies and a set of constraints and workow all parts of the process At the same time

the teams need to collaborate in order to develop the product and as research in Software
Engineering SE has shown the interaction among team members accounts for a signicant
part of the total cost of the product being developed  
 The degree of team autonomy and
of the collaboration between teams depends on the nature of the product being developed
and on the organizational policies eg centralized vs decentralized management It is also
often the case that multiple independent organizations are collaborating to produce a prod
uct in which case autonomy and privacy or security are hard constraints that cannot be
compromised Finally with the advent of highspeed networks and enhanced communication
facilities geographical dispersion is an additional system requirement particularly among
teams as opposed to within a team Thus the underlying motivation for decentralization
is to address scale and heterogeneity
Decentralization is a very active research area in the database community Heterogeneous
Distributed Database Systems HDDB and in engineering Concurrent Engineering CE
Section 	 briey discusses some of that work However it has been hardly explored in the
area of PCEs mainly because the eld is relatively young and the stateoftheart in PCE
technology has not reached this stage yet But it has been recently acknowledged 	
 as
one of the main future research directions and seems to be a natural evolution of PCE
technology
Mapping the problem description to the PCE domain there is a need to provide support
for multiple groups  each with its own process and possibly geographicallydispersed  and
support for control over process autonomy and collaboration
What distinguishes research in DEcentralized PCEs henceforth DEPCEs from the other
mentioned domains is the fact that heterogeneity autonomy and collaboration have to be
addressed not only in the context of data HDDB and human interaction CE but also in
the context of the process operating on the data on behalf of and with the participation of
human users Since process represents the variant component of a PCE it is also impossible
to x the degree of autonomy or collaboration and so a exible control on a perproject
basis is required Finally since processes typically involve rich semantics and encapsulate
knowledge about the development process interoperation is harder to achieve
  Marvel    The Predecessor Environment
It is important to give an overview of the existingMarvel PCE both to introduce concepts
and terms which will be used throughout the proposal and to understand what is part of
this proposal and what has already been done and is taken as given in Oz  the system
that will realize the proposed model For a detailed description of Marvel and for a list
of publications see 

Marvels generic kernel is tailored by an administrator or process engineer these terms
will be used interchangeably who provides the data model process model tool envelopes
and coordination model for a specic organization or project Users interact with the system




rules permstring string  rwad rwa end
AFILE  superclass ARCHIVABLE	 RANDOMIZABLE	 HISTORY	 PROTECTEDENTITY
machines  setof MACHINE
config  string  MSL end
MINIPROJECT  superclass BUILT	 PROTECTEDENTITY
config  string 
 state
options  string 
 state
log  text 
 file
exec  EXEFILE 
 single composite
files  setof FILE 
 multi composite
glbexe  link EXEFILE 
 single link
includes  setof link INC 
 multi link
afiles  setof link AFILE 
 multi link
end
Figure   Several Classes from CMarvel
   Data Model
The data model denes an objectoriented schema for the product data the software system
under development and the process data additional state information used to track the
ongoing process An object inMarvel has a unique identity and a state associated with it
However it does not contain behavioral methods The methods are a set of rules dened
separately see below Class denition supports multipleinheritance in the conventional
manner ie the class lattice is a directed acyclic graph and subclasses denote specialization
of their superclasses and overriding of methods dened on those classes
Marvel supports four types of attributes state le composite and reference The rst two
attributes contain the contents of objects whereas the last two attributes are used to denote
relationships to other objects State attributes are used mainly for process data although
they can be used to hold product data as well and can be formed from a set of primitive
types such as integer string enumerated etc File attributes can be either text or binary
and are used to maintain product data which is held in les File attributes are implemented
as a lesystem path pointing to the le in a hidden le system Thus users do not have
direct access to the le system which is abstracted in the objectbase Composite attributes
are used to denote an ispartof relationship between objects to form the composition
hierarchy Finally reference links or simply links allow any arbitrary semantic relationship
between two objects




The process is specied in a rulebased process modeling language called theMarvel Strat
egy Language msl Each process step is encapsulated in a rule with a name and typed
formal parameters Each rule is composed of a condition an activity and a set of eects
each is an optional component
The condition has two main parts local bindings which are used to gather related ob
jects eg included h les when compiling a c le by querying the objectbase and a
propertylist that must evaluate to true in which case the condition as a whole is said to
be satised prior to invocation of the activity In addition to a quantied variable and its
class each rule binding may optionally include a complex clause nested conjunctions and
disjunctions of predicates Structural predicates navigate the objectbase to obtain ancestors
or descendants of specied types containers or members of aggregate attributes and objects
linked to or from other objects Associative predicates query the objectbase to obtain those
objects satisfying a relation equality inequality less than etc specied between attributes
of two objects or between an object and a literal The binding phase completes with a set of
variables henceforth derived parameters which are bound to sets of objects that match the
query A property list is a complex logical clause of associative predicates over the actual
and derived parameters
An activity involves invocation of an external tool to operate on the product data encap
sulated within the bound objects In Marvel tools are encapsulated via an envelope
mechanism written in a Shell Extended Language sel 
 If there is no activity then by
denition there can be only one eect If there is an activity then in general the invoked tool
may have several possible results corresponding onetoone with the given eects A non
empty rule activity species an envelope and its input and output arguments which may be
literals status attributes andor sets of le attributes In addition to output arguments
each envelope returns a code that uniquely selects one of the specied eects
Finally a rules eects are mutually exclusive in the sense that only one eect can be asserted
at any rule invocation as determined by the return code from the activity Each eect
consists of a conjunction of predicates An eect predicate assigns the specied value to an
attribute or applies any of Marvels builtin add delete move copy rename link and
unlink operations
A representative rule is shown in Figure  This archive rule accepts one parameter of class
MODULE It has six composite binding expressions a propertylist expression an activity that
takes three arguments each of which can be possibly bound to a set of objects and two
eects
Rules are interrelated by means of matchings between an eect of one rule and a condition
of another rule Thus operations between steps in a process can be implicitly formed by
matching predicates in the condition of one rule and an eect of another rule and the enaction
engine enforces andor automates the sequencing However the process is not in any sense
limited to a deterministic sequence of steps See 
 for discussion of the specication of







and forall CFILE c suchthat and nochain member mcfiles c
or cconfig  mconfig
cpossibleconfig  
forall YFILE y suchthat and nochain member myfiles y
or yconfig  mconfig
ypossibleconfig  
forall LFILE x suchthat and nochain member mlfiles x
or xconfig  mconfig
xpossibleconfig  
forall MODULE child suchthat nochain member mmodules child
exists AFILE a suchthat and nochain linkto mafiless a
aconfig  mconfig






and nochain marchivestatus  NotArchived
noforward mcompilestatus  Compiled
noforward carchivestatus  Archived
noforward yarchivestatus  Archived
noforward xarchivestatus  Archived












and marchivestatus  Archived




nochain marchivestatus  NotArchived
Figure  Example Rule from CMarvel

  Process Enaction
Enaction is provided in Marvel by chaining Forward and backward chaining over the
rules enforces consistency in the objectbase and automates tool invocations Enforcement
and automation are the two forms of enaction supported in Marvel
Marvels process enaction is userdriven When a user enters a command the environment
selects the rule with the same name and closest signature to the provided actual parameters
considering multipleinheritance 	
 If the condition of the selected rule is not satised
backward chaining is attempted If the condition is already satised or becomes satised
during backward chaining the activity is initiated After the activity has completed the
appropriate eect is asserted This triggers forward chaining to any rules whose conditions
become satised by this assertion The asserted eects of these rules may in turn satisfy the
conditions of other rules and so on Eventually no further conditions become satised and
forward chaining terminates Marvel then waits for the next user command Due to the
eventdriven nature of the enaction model the actual parameterselection for rules invoked
through chaining is done by an algorithm that inverts the logic of the bindings of the
chainedto rules 	

Predicates in eects of rules are each annotated as either consistency or automation By
denition all forward chaining from a consistency predicate in an asserted eect to rules with
satised conditions and empty activities is mandatory In contrast forward chaining from
an automation predicate or into any rule with a nonempty activity is optional and can be
turned o wholesale by a user or explicitly restricted through no forward no backward or
no chain directives on individual automation predicates Backward chaining is meaningful
only into unrestricted automation predicates since any consistency predicates that could
satisfy would already have done so during consistency forward chaining It is important to
understand that only automation chaining is optional users are still obliged to follow some
legal process step sequence implied by the conditions and eects of rules whether through
manual selection of commands or automation chaining For more on the consistency model
in Marvel see 

  Synchronization and Coordination Modeling
In addition to process modelingMarvel provides capabilities to model coordination among
team members by means of a Coordination Rule Language CRL 
 that denes how to
resolve concurrency conicts in accessing data In addition to the programmable interface
for conict resolution the actual conict detection scheme is modiable by projectspecic
external tables which are loaded at environment start up
  Marvel   Architecture
Marvels architecture 
 is illustrated in gure 





























































Figure  Marvel   Architecture
the data process and synchronization and clients manage the user interface including
objectbase browsing and activity invocation  by forking operating system processes to
execute external tools using the envelope wrapping mechanism Each client can support
multiple threads of control
 
 and clients can be distributed across machines but the server
and all of its clients must reside in the same site and share the le system Every user
command besides a small number of commands that are handled solely at the client is
transferred to the server which validates the request and possibly backwardchains to other
rules manages the access to objects including concurrency control sends the activity to
be carried out to the client and switches context to service new requests The actual
scheduling algorithm is a simple FIFO queue Upon completion of an activity the server
attempts to forward chain to other rules which in turn may lead to more interactions with
the client to execute more activities and so forth Synchronization management is highly
exible in Marvel mainly due to the separation made between conict detection and
conict resolution and the architecture supports a wide variety of synchronization policies
Finally additional components of the system include the Loader which translates the process
specications and loads them into the server the Evolver a process and data evolution tool
and a daemon responsible for activating a server on a given environment upon client request
when the environment is inactive the server normally shuts down when no clients are logged
in to it The rationale behind the Marvel architecture can be found in 

This architecture is adequate for a small to medium number of people interacting with the
server through clients in the same localarea network we have experienced using Marvel
successfully with up to  concurrent clients and  users But as the number of simulta
neous clients grow the server might become a bottleneck Additionally the architecture
 
this feature is available only in the XView interface the most advanced of three kinds of clients supported
in Marvel

dictates that all users must follow essentially the same process or at best allow some devi
ations but still from a single process

 And nally Marvel requires all entities to reside
in the same site Thus Marvel lacks the necessary architectural support for scale and
heterogeneity
  Relationship of Marvel to Oz
Version   the latest and nal version ofMarvel was released for licensing in March  
concluding approximately six years of research and involving various students and sta which
contributed to the design and implementation about   lines of code of the system
Oz is conceived as the nextgeneration PCE which extends Marvels functionality sig
nicantly in several directions However Oz is not planned to be a designedfromscratch
system and some of the fundamental aspects and code of Marvel will be carried over to
the Oz project Wherever necessary the inherited aspects will be denoted in the proposal
  Terminology
The following terms will be frequently used throughout the thesis
Site  A set of one or more computers hosts that physically as well as logically comprise
a computing unit This means that they are connected by a local area network and share a
le system eg NFS under which the project is developed In addition all hosts on the
site can be reached from remote hosts through a designated address that receives incoming
requests and forwards them as necessary An example of such site is the Computer Science
Department at CU A site is functionally equivalent to a domain in Internet terminology
Environment  This term may be context sensitive Unless otherwise mentioned this term
refers to an instance of a process with a populated objectbase A global environment is a
collection of local or subenvironments henceforth SubEnv each of which resides on a host
in the same or in dierent sites A SubEnv is an autonomous entity with a single process
and a single schema that can possibly share its data and its process with other SubEnvs in
the same global environment
Similarly a global objectbase refers to the collection of all subobjectbases of an environment
one per subenvironment
An active SubEnv is a SubEnv on which DEPCE programs are currently running A SubEnv
can be in an inactive state ie it is not required nor assumed that it is continuously running
However it should be able to be activated upon a local or remote request for service which
requires an automatic activation mechanism





The goals of this research are to devise a model and an architecture for decentralized PCEs
that support collaboration and concerted eorts among teams while retaining their auton
omy
This thesis addresses three major problems
  Decentralized yet collaborative process modeling
 Decentralized process enaction
 Decentralization over geographically dispersed computational and storage resources
The rst two problems are complementary to each other while the third is an extension of
the rst two That is a distinction is made between logical and physical decentralization
The former refers to multiple autonomous processes that dier from each other and are
enacted separately but are physically closely connected eg they reside on the same local
area network whereas the latter adds the dimension of physical separation of processes with
arbitrary distance bandwidth between them Physical decentralization obviously bears im
plications on the architecture but is likely to also aect the general model Nevertheless
the problem of having dierent autonomous yet cooperative processes can be examined inde
pendently of the additional constraints and problems associated with having those processes
enacted in arbitrary physical separation Thus the thesis breaks down the general problem
into two phases starting with logical decentralization that supports some but not all of
the requirements for physical distribution followed by a general model and architecture for
geographical decentralization
The problems described above are addressed at two levels of abstraction rst a general de
centralized model is developed followed by an architecture that supports proper realization
of the model The distinction between the model and the architecture will be made
clear in subsequent chapters For now it suces to say that the model provides a concep
tual framework for a DEPCE and the architecture provides the necessary mechanisms to
realize the model in the best way in terms of performance as well as exibility The focus
of this proposal is on the model with preliminary discussions on the architecture The im
plementation of the architecture is intended to be part of the thesis Figure 	 summarizes
the approach taken here for decomposing the general problem where the degree of shading
indicates the amount of work that is going to be made in each of the subjects represented
by the squares
  Requirements
This section formulates the problems into a set of requirements from a DEPCE and presents






Figure 	 Problem Decomposition
A central underlying requirement is to preserve the core requirements of PCE in general
namely exibility extensibility and integration Flexibility refers to the ability to select
dierent policies and tailor the behavior of the system to the requirements of a specic
project Extensibility refers to the possibility to augment the system with additional func
tionality Integration refers to the ability to integrate existing tools and methodologies into
a uniform coherent environment The intent is to extend those principles from a PCE to a
DEPCE In particular decentralized process modeling communication protocols and envi
ronment conguration management should all be part of the processes and not hardwired
 thereby making them tailorable and exible  while at the same time keep the environment
integrated
Another general requirement is that as far as local work is concerned a DEPCE should
provide the same capabilities and same support as a PCE does This section addresses
mainly the additional requirements from a DEPCE that are not PCEspecic and extensions
to existing PCE requirements  
 discusses general requirements for a PCE
Finally a fundamental requirement that is orthogonal to the whole concept of decentral
ization is componentization of the system into independent replaceable components Com
ponentization among other things is important to support architectural design autonomy
where SubEnvs can be built with dierent components eg dierent OMS or dierent
transaction management Preliminary work on componentization has been done by the
author and others in the Marvel project see 
 However componentization as well
as architectural autonomy is in general outside the scope of this thesis as a research topic
  
but is one of the main goals of the Oz project and will be addressed as appropriate in the
thesis
The following is a list of specic requirements that a DEPCE should fulll
  Process Autonomy  Each local environment should control autonomously its process
and its data while allowing remote sites to share resources under restrictions that are
solely determined by the local environment Thus no centralized controlmanagement
should be imposed
 Data Sharing and Visibility  a DEPCE should provide nontransparent but neverthe
less ecient and highly available data access capabilities In addition it has to support
broad data access mechanisms to support various modes of access In particular sites
should be able to access data residing in remote sites in varying degrees of granularity
In order to achieve this requirement the system should provide high visibility Ideally a
user should be able to browse and view remote objects provided that there is no access
control restriction on those objects regardless of their physical distance from the users
machine Moreover since PCEs often support complex and highly structured data
models it is especially desirable to be able to display graphically the types of objects
and the relationships among them This represents a challenge both in user interface
design and in the communication protocols that are responsible for updating the users
view of the objectbases Notice that unlike conventional distributed systems data
transparency is intentionally not supported which means that the user should have
means to identify each piece of data with its origin Moreover heshe should be able
to turn o and turn on visibility for parts of the remote data that are of interest
to himher The rationale for nontransparency is given in section  
 Process Collaboration and Interoperability  This is a major requirement The main
goal is to allow multiple groups of users each group with its own process and schema to
collaborate with each other Collaboration in this context means not only the ability
to exchange information loose collaboration but also to perform operations that
aect both the state of multiple processes and the state of the data owned by the
processes tight collaboration Related problems are how to ensure that interprocess
collaboration does not violate the consistency of the data and the process both within
and among subenvironments  this problem will be referred to as the InterProcess
Consistency problem Another issue is what should be the association between the
data and the process given that they are not identical in dierent SubEnvs 
Interoperability is in general a hard problem but is even harder in this case due
to the heavy semantics associated with a process In this thesis interoperability
is addressed only in a restricted form by assuming multiple processes but the same
formalism to dene the processes and multiple schemas but the same data modeling
capabilities Nevertheless as will be explained below it can be extended to cover the
more general case
	 Communication Modeling  A DEPCE should support a range of geographical distances
and dierent bandwidths between teams and within a team ranging from localarea
 
networks to intermediate ranges ie city model to long ranges ie widearea net
works This implies the necessity of exible communication protocols between the var
ious entities according to a dened distancebandwidth metric In addition it should
support the notion of logical distance between sites that represents the relationships
between communicating entities For example two sites that are in an integration
phase may want to communicate closely for a period of time although they may be




The notion of distance between sites adds a dimension to the general problem and
is a parameter in all the above requirements It aects the data access mechanism
since any method should take into account the cost of transferring data between sites
as a parameter that aects the decision Similarly it aects process sharing and
synchronization
One special form of communication between SubEnvs is a connectionless operation
where the entities are usually disconnected from each other but periodically connect
to exchange information and update their state Disconnected operation is mostly out
of scope for this thesis as an normal operational option It will only be discussed as
an exception in the context of failure management A restricted case where a client is
disconnected from its local server as opposed to servers disconnected from each other
is being investigated by Skopp


 Dynamic Reconguration  In order to retain decentralization a DEPCE should have
the capability to dynamically add delete and move inactive SubEnvs from dierent
sites in a global environment without disrupting the operation of the currently active
SubEnvs and notify inactive as well as active SubEnvs of the conguration changes
made
A related issue is to enable a SubEnv with a preexisting process to join a global
environment with other preexisting processes with minimal reconguration over
head This requirement is important when two or more organizations with established
processes need to collaborate for a limited time on a shared project
 Decentralized query mechanism  Query processing in a decentralized system must
consider two aspects   optimization of multisite query evaluation that minimizes
the intersite communication overhead and  expressiveness of the process modeling
language andor the processengine to support scoped queries that apply to specied
subsets of sites as opposed to single global or local modes
The focus here is on query mechanism for Object Oriented Data Bases OODB While
the rst aspect is valid for distributed queries in general the second is especially
important in decentralized systems particularly when the query language supports
associative queries or crossobjectbase navigation Query optimization per se is outside
the scope of this thesis but a practical mechanism will be part of the architecture

This topic will be mostly developed in the thesis itself and will not be addressed in the proposal

The exact notion of clients and servers is not important at this moment
 
 Synchronization Mechanisms  PCEs in general require exibility of selection and ap
plication of concurrency control CC policies 
 A DEPCE adds the dimension of
remote vs local access This complicates the synchronization mechanism in that
 CC techniques that are adequate for centralized systems are not adequate here due
to data distribution  the fact that there is no centralized authority requires some
form of conversation between involved sites in case of a conict that spans multiple
sites  having dierent processes at dierent sites might impact CC particularly
when the process consistency diers and when semanticsbased CC policies are used
	 if prefetching of data across sites is supported this necessarily interferes with the
synchronization mechanism
 Coordination Modeling  In order to support a wide range of synchronization mech
anisms  including support for long and interactive operations tight collaboration
and semanticsbased concurrency control  there has to be a distinction between the
synchronization mechanisms provided by the system and coordination modeling capa
bilities that set policies using those mechanisms A coordination modeling language
in the context of a PCE was proposed by Barghouti 
 However just as the syn
chronization mechanisms have to be extended for DEPCEs the coordination modeling
language should be able to express the degree of remoteness replication etc An
other interesting problem is to support multiple synchronization policies at dierent
sites while still providing consistency This problem is also being investigated in the
context of heterogeneous data bases 	

 Failure Recovery  Like synchronization failure recovery in decentralized environments
introduces new problems such as handling of new cases of failures eg network fail
ures and recovery of a decentralized process state
Synchronization and recovery in DEPCEs are mostly out of the scope of this thesis
and are being investigated by Heineman
  Meta Process  This is somewhat a tangential problem but nonetheless an important
one The issue is what is a good process that supports development of DEPCEs 
What should be provided in that process beyond a PCE development process  Note
that the problem here is external to the DEPCE

 It is about devising a process using
an existing PCE given the lack of an existing DEPCE for developing a DEPCE This
can be generalized to process support for development of arbitrary distributed and
decentralized systems For example an obvious problem is to provide a testing facility
for communication between entities in the system being developed using a centralized
PCE Another requirement is to support dynamic reconguration of environments for
testing and development purposes As a prototype of a DEPCE will be built using
the Marvel PCE the author together with Z Tong hopes to have some solutions
to that problem as a byproduct of the general problem of the DEPCE architecture
The table below associates each requirement listed above with one or more of the core

Unless the process supports reection in which case the solution may be part of the internal DEPCE
architecture
 	
problems presented in section  where strong weak and none specify the degree of
association
Modeling Enaction Wide Decentralization
Autonomy strong strong strong
Data Sharing strong strong strong
Interoperability strong strong weak
Communication weak strong strong
Reconfiguration none strong weak
Query strong strong none
Synchronization none strong weak
Coordination strong weak weak
Failure none strong weak
metaprocess strong none none
The focus of this thesis is on fullling requirements     and addressing only to some extent
requirements    
An underlying theme in the requirements is to provide both autonomy and collaboration
which are conicting goals A DEPCE should be carefully designed so that both aspects
are adequately provided Moreover it should support a continuous range along the au
tonomycollaboration spectrum and provide the capability to control the degree of au
tonomycollaboration on a per SubEnv as well as global environment basis and not by a
hardwired policy
 A Motivating Example
The following example of a task in a decentralized PCE illustrates the problems that should
be solved in order to properly support such tasks The author is not aware of any existing
PCE either a product or a research prototype that is capable of handling this example in
a truly decentralized manner
Assume there are three development teams in three SubEnvs SE  SE and SE that are
developing three disjoint modules of a system S labeled as M  M and M respectively
see gure  The teams reside in dierent geographical areas and use their own process for
developing their modules along with their own set of tools which might not be identical
used in the processes Each module can be developed and unittested independently but
there is a shared library L that is accessible to all groups The following procedure describes
the operations that have to be made when L has to be modied   the change has to be
preapproved or reviewed by all sites  the change is actually made producing L  a
unittest of all modules together with L is performed 	 an integration test of all modules
combined is performed  an acceptance or alpha test of the new system is done For






















Unit−Test(M1,L)   Unit−Test(M2,L)  Unit−Test(M3,L)
Integration−Test(M1,M2,M3,L,S)
Acceptance−Test(S)
Figure  A Motivating Example
At the modeling level there should be a conceptual framework that enables interoperability
of processes in terms of interactions and information exchange among them and means to
specify them on a perSubEnv basis At the enaction level a DEPCE should support the
execution of a decentralized task in a decentralized manner At the architectural level there
must exist a framework that is capable of providing mechanisms for consistent and reliable
access to shared data communication protocols and capabilities for accessing remote data
and a decentralized execution engine that performs well
For this particular example a wrong and in some cases impossible solution would be to
collect all the necessary objects from the remote sites to the initiating site and then perform
all the process steps and all the implications of them as dened in the local process on all
modules This approach besides its obvious performance limitations is a clear violation of
autonomy since each site has its own process of doing its local unittesting of its module
which may not even be known to the invoking site Another possible problem might be that
some of the tools do not exist in all SubEnvs eg due to licensing that binds a tool to
specic site or host and other tools can be executed only in specic SubEnvs eg special
purpose machines or architectures which necessarily binds the execution of a processstep
to a specic SubEnv
Therefore a more decentralized solution is required that will enable handling of such tasks
in a manner that retains the process autonomy while still provides for collaboration and
interaction among the processes In addition the task should be optimized towards maxi
mizing local execution of subtasks The model developed in this thesis is intended to support
 
such tasks in a manner that they are both feasible and eective
 Proposal
  Focus of The Research
It is important to lay out at the outset what is the focus of this research so as to limit the
issues that are addressed because the topic is broad and can easily diverge to many areas
of research such as distributed andor federated databases concurrency control process
modeling federated environments and concurrent engineering to name a few
The following is a set of assumptions that try to keep the research within reasonable scope
Some of the topics which are scoped out will still need to be addressed to some extent in
the implementation but are not considered as part of this research
   Decentralization vs Distribution vs Federation
Broadly speaking a distributed system is dened as one that provides a single logical view
to its applications but is physically distributed into multiple computing units most often
distributed across machines of a single site  
 That is a distributed system transparently
shields the distribution from its applications In contrast a decentralized system is com
prised of relatively independent subsystems with some degree of correlation between them
Thus since each SubEnv in a DEPCE is logically as well as physically a separate entity
transparency is intentionally not supported because it would violate the autonomy of the
SubEnv Another important reason for nontransparency is that SubEnvs can be arbitrarily
apart and the dierence between the cost of accessing a local object vs the cost of access
ing a possibly very far remote object can be arbitrarily large in which case the accessor
whether a human user or a system module in any level should be aware of the distance of
the object to be accessed
On the other hand decentralization in this context diers from federation in that it does
not support heterogeneity of formalisms and models Instead it supports interoperability
only between multiple dierent instances dened in the same formalism One approach
to providing federation is by translating multiple formalisms and models into a lowlevel
uniform formalism and providing constructs to analyze and execute the system using that
formalism This is further described in  
Observing the evolution and scale up of large systems the natural order tends to be  
centralized control  distributed control  decentralized control 	 federated control
the best representative of this kind of evolution is the database eld Therefore one may
ask why skip over step  and jump directly into step  when the problems of step  are
not resolved yet  The answer is that if transparency shields users and applications from
knowing where the data is and retains a uniform view of the data and the process then the
main problem becomes to provide this transparency While the signicance and relevance
 
of this problem is not discounted especially when dealing with distributed objectoriented
databases it is essentially a database research problem perhaps with some process avor
From the PCE research aspect it is much more interesting to look at loosely coupled and
autonomous systems that allow for dierent processes to coexist Furthermore environment
distribution is a form of vertical scaleup in that it allows for more users to work but under
the same process and within some bounded physical distance typically but not necessarily
a localarea network This thesis explores horizontal scale up where the number of users
per site may not grow much but there is no bound on the number of groups or on their
distance and they are allowed to revise their processes independently albeit with some
restrictions that will enable shareability between sitesteamsprocesses Note that PCEs
add more constraints than pure databases constraints because they contain more semantics
that have to be transparent similarly objectoriented databases are harder to distribute
than relational databases
  Rule	Based Paradigm
This research restricts itself at least in its initial phases to consider decentralization of
PCEs that are dened and enacted by a rulebased formalism in the style ofMarvel Since
the rulebased approach is in general the most dominant process formalism in PCE research
 
 this assumption does not seem too restrictive In addition it is hoped that the results
of this research will be applicable to a wider range of process formalisms One approach
to supporting interoperability among various formalisms see 
 is to use the rulebased
language as an assembly process language and translate into it other formalisms such
as procedural 	
 or petrinet  	
 An experiment of this approach is described in 

and is further studied by Popovich This approach resembles the approach taken in some
heterogeneous databases  
 where it is assumed that there is a translation from the various
schemas and query formalisms into a common formalism which enables interoperability
However it is still not clear yet to what extent the common formalism has to be extended
in order to support a wide range of process formalisms
  Shared sub	schema
As mentioned above this research assumes a single data model which distinguishes further
this work from being related to federated systems and databases Specically it assumes an
objectoriented data model in the avor of Marvel   As for the actual schema some
but not all of the schema must be identical That is a shared subschema is required for
process interoperability On the other hand no singleschema system like Orion 
 is
assumed and schemas of dierent subenvironments can be arbitrarily dierent from each
other The details are discussed in  
 
  Multiple Processes
This is a key characteristic in the design of the architecture I assume essentially dierent
processes operating on the schemas each subenvironment with its own process However
like with datamodeling the process formalism and translation mechanism are assumed to
be the same
  Geographical Distance
Within a SubEnv the model assumes that all services and interfaces to human users reside
within a single site


The general model places no restrictions on the distance andor bandwidth between SubEnvs
Two SubEnvs can coexist at the same site or be arbitrarily physically apart and with
arbitrary and variable bandwidth between them Thus two main subrequirements are
imposed here
  No sharing of resources such as processors or le system
 Addressing the variable bandwidth issue
However as mentioned above the initial model and implementation will focus on logical
decentralization As such the nosharing aspect will be addressed but the variable band
width aspect will be deferred SubEnvs would still be able to communicate with arbitrary
geographical distance between them but with no special modeling and optimization with the
distance metric as an aecting parameter It is hoped that this issue will be fully explored
and modeled in the second phase of the thesis
 The Decentralized Model
The abstract model is depicted in gure  Essentially a global environment is viewed as
a collection of one or more loosely coupled SubEnvs each of which resides at a site and
maintains a disjoint persistent objectbase and a corresponding process that manipulates it
A SubEnv is accessed directly by local agents and indirectly by remote agents where
agents can be either programs or human users A Connection Server is available on each
host to reestablish connections see section 
Collaboration and autonomy in a global environment are dealt with at three levels of ab
straction process synchronization and data A fourth level the global process is realized
by the support for each local process by the local environments That is to exploit decen
tralization a global process is nothing more then a set of local processes and there is no
explicit support for modeling of a global process synchronization or data
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Figure  Oz Decentralized Environment
As already mentioned synchronization is mostly outside the scope of this thesis so only
data and process modeling are discussed here
  Decentralized Data Modeling
Decentralized Schema
The basic data model is similar to the Marvel data model as explained in section  
namely objectoriented data modeling supporting classication multipleinheritance and
four kinds of typed attributes state le composite links and reference links
The main requirement on the data model is to provide support for private and shared subsets
which are manipulated by multiple diering processes There are several alternatives by
which this requirement can be met to a certain degree Before presenting them an important
distinction is made here between product and process data The former represents the actual
data elements under development ie source les object les design documents etc
while the latter represents the data used by the PCE to manage the project Examples of
process data for a source le include its version compilation status reservation status etc
An object can contain pure product data pure process data or a mixture of product and
process data The instantiated objectbase is used to maintain uniformly both the product
and the process information as objects either in separation or in mixed fashion
One approach would be to require a singleschema system ie all subenvironments must
have identical schema While this approach may still allow processes to be tailored the
degree of autonomy is greatly reduced Since process state is maintained in the objectbase
requiring identical schema for all processdata across SubEnvs would seriously limit the
allowed variance among processes Moreover this approach dictates A process that has
to be followed perhaps with minor allowed deviations

The opposite approach would be to have only private schemas This approach supports
autonomy but eliminates collaboration or at least tight collaboration as dened above
since a shared subschema is required for any two processes to tightly collaborate
A third alternative would be to require identical productdata subschema but allowing
variation in the processdata subschema This approach enables greater variance in the
process models while still retaining the capability for universal access to the product data
from every process Note that capability means that it is technically possible to access
the data if desired It does not imply a universally uncontrollable access mechanism In
addition it restricts the scope of a template process only to product subschema While
this approach supports a larger degree of autonomy it is still prohibitively dictative and
unnecessarily restrictive For example a specic process may need to retain additional
product data that is not required by other processes A process might also want to share
some of its process data with another process And nally data might not always be
clearly classiable in to one of the two categories Thus although the distinction between
process and product data is important and can be utilized for other purposes as will be seen
in section  it seems like the wrong criteria for determining what parts of the schema
to share or not to share
The fourth and most general approach would be to have shared and private subschemas
regardless of the type of attributesclasses involved Here again a restricted approach would
be to require the shared subschema be shared by all subenvironments and a more general
approach would eliminate this requirement ie it would allow some but not necessarily all
subenvironments to share a subschema
This approach seems most unrestrictive but it introduces certain diculties For example if
a class C is dened dierently in two subenvironments S  and S eg the set of attributes
diers then instances of the class would have dierent structures in S  and S and a rule
operating in S  on objects of class C from both S  and S would have to be able to access
objects from S even though they are structurally dierent than the C objects from S  An
additional problem is a naming problem ie how to match between multiple attributes
classes and class hierarchies which are isomorphic but are named dierently Finally this
approach requires static and dynamicmechanisms to analyze the dierences betweenmultiple
data models in order to determine whether the denition is legal static component and in
order to enable access to multiple items dened in dierent schemas dynamic component
An example of two denitions of a class in two SubEnvs taken from CMarvel is given
in gure  For example the config attribute which was represented in SubEnv A as a
string has been replaced in SubEnv B with a composite attribute that supports multiple
congurations for the same source le
Despite the diculties in supporting multiple schemas since the goal is to try to provide
maximumexibility in the degree of autonomy and collaboration this unrestrictive approach
seems most promising Solutions to the aforementioned problems are partially addressed in
section  However the issue of schematic and data heterogeneity is in general a big
problem in decentralized database research see  
 and is mostly out of scope for this
thesis so mainly practical and partial solutions to this problem will be given An approach to
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Figure  Two Denitions of class CFILE

schemas thus bypassing some of the general problems associated with homogenization
Decentralized Objectbase
An important characteristic of the model is that dierent local objectbases are disjoint from
each other This is an implication of the underlying decentralized model of separate coop
erating objectbases That is there is no logical objectbase that is transparently distributed
Moreover composite objects cannot be partitioned into dierent objectbases as this will
violate the disjointness property because a composite object contains its subobjects
Reference links can conceptually cross an objectbase boundary since they do not impose
a containment relationship However they imply resource sharing between sites which is
mutual when the links are bidirectional which might possibly violate site autonomy  On
the other hand since derivation of parameters to rules during chaining is mostly navigation
based crossobjectbase links are the only means by which rules can operate on objects from
multiple objectbases when they are automatically invoked through chaining as opposed to
manual invocation of rules by endusers Therefore they are an important feature and must
be supported
Access Control
Access control is a mechanism that allows to specify by who and in what manner an object
can be accessed regardless of any specic application or in our case the process that tries
to access it An example is the Unix premissions on the le system  In addition to support
for accesscontrol at the individual level a DEPCE should provide a mechanism to control
access at the team or SubEnv level
In general the idea is to support autonomy by means of invisibility ie any part of a local
environment that is not intended to be accessed by remote agents is invisible to those agents
Furthermore in order to have better control over exposure of an environment simple global
and local modes are not sucient That is a local environment should be able to expose
some but not all of its objectbase to some but not all remote agents With respect to data
this means that an exposure parameter must be associated with objects which can be
either local private global public or contain a rened list of SubEnvs allowed access
along with the type of access eg readonly
As for composite objects some restrictions should be made on the exposure mechanism A
public object should not necessarily enforce all of its subobjects to be public as well It can
contain some private hidden subobjects However the reverse is not true that is if an
object is public all of its containing objects or ancestors are at least equally public This
seemingly arbitrary constraint is essential in order to retain both the syntax and semantics
of the composition hierarchy  ie retain the basic forest of rooted trees
There is an obvious tradeo between granularity of access control and performance It seems
that being able to rene the set of accessible SubEnvs is an important feature because it

enhances the degree of collaboration without sacricing autonomy and security However
maintaining arbitrary granularity might be prohibitively expensive One reasonable com
promise which will be applied in the rst phase of the implementation is to restrict access
control specications for the SubEnv level to root objects ie top most objects of a com
posite object hierarchy
Back to the issue of userlevel accesscontrol a questions that arises is whether to deal with
remote users in addition to remote teams This seems undesirable since the number of
possible users is not known at any time and obtaining knowledge at each site about users
from other sites contradicts decentralization An elegant solution is the concept of a friend
user like the friend function in C which regardless of the origin SubEnv from which it
operates can access the remote data as a local user
Objectbase Visibility
As mentioned earlier high visibility is an important requirement but at the same time
it complicates the model because it implies that some objectbase information has to be
replicated in users clients and has to be maintained fairly uptodate while the objectbase
is dynamically being changed by multiple users In a DEPCE the problem is exacerbated
due to the fact that some subobjectbases are arbitrarily remote to a users workstation The
general solution to this problem which was used in Marvel is to transfer only structural
information henceforth image to clients namely names of objects and their relationships
while the actual modication of objects occurs in the local servers see  for details
Furthermore in order to minimize the amount of transfer only a delta of changes could
be sent to each client depending on the last update it received


However even the image approach is unrealistic when applied uniformly to all SubEnvs
since some images have to be transferred from remote SubEnvs Therefore a tailorable re
fresh policy mechanism is desired that can control the refresh setting on each subobjectbase
separately taking into account both the distance and the frequency of interactions as a pa
rameter Note that an image is not required to always be uptodate although the DEPCE
should make an eort to keep it that way because it does not contain real data Its sole
purpose is to serve as a browsing display for seeing and referencing objects in the objectbase
 Decentralized Process Modeling
As mentioned in section  there are two aspects to process decentralization decentralized
process modeling or denition and decentralized process enaction or execution The
focus of this subsection is on modeling and enaction is discussed in the subsequent section
As far as local processes are concernedOz follows theMarvel rulebased modeling paradigm
namely a fourlevel hierarchy of contexts the activity rule task and process That is each
activity is modeled within a rule each task is modeled as a chain of rules and a process is

This feature was implemented recently by YS Kim but was not part of Marvel 
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conceptually a set of tasks Note that in a rulebased modeling language there is no explicit
support for the denition of tasks Instead they are implicitly dened by matchings between
an eect of one rule and the condition of another rule Nevertheless since a process engineer
often writes the rules in order to impose a specic workow and execution ordering among
them the task is considered as a distinct level of modeling
As with data modeling there are four analogous alternatives in decentralizing process models
The simplest naive approach is to have a single global process and to totally rely on data
modeling ie every object that is accessible to a remote SubEnv can be accessed by every
activity of the remote process This approach clearly violates autonomy at the process level
as all SubEnvs must follow the same process In addition it is desirable in DEPCEs to have
control not only on general access to objects but also on the semantics of the operations
and the contexts in which they are performed
Another approach at the other extreme would be to have private processes at the SubEnvs
While it might still allow an enduser to view remote objectbases provided that such mech
anisms exist at the data level it cannot support any data access by remote processes Thus
this approach is obviously too restrictive in that it basically eliminates any possibility for
collaboration at the process level beyond pure information exchange Once again the key
issue here is keeping the balance between autonomy and collaboration
A third alternative is to rene the rst approach and to have a global template process
with allowed deviations at the local SubEnvs While this is a step towards autonomy it is
still restrictive
The fourth and most generic approach is to allow for arbitrary shared and private sub
processes determined by the process engineers But it is harder since independentlymodeled
processes have to be somehow integrated in order to collaborate
Before presenting the formal model an important issue that is promoted here is that collab
oration by its nature should be explicit Explicit collaboration means that the process of
devising a collaborativeautonomous model should involve negotiations between the process
engineers in order to reach agreement on the degree of autonomycollaboration An oppo
site approach would be implicit collaboration or collaboration by default in which each
process publishes to the external world what parts of it are accessible publicly and hides
the rest This approach may suce for data sharing where there is no real collaboration
since the ways in which remote operatingsystem processes access the data and the kinds of
operations done on them are outside that model An example of this approach is NFS in
which data subsets are exported and thus accessible to remote hosts without requiring the
remote hosts to communicate with the exporting host in order to gain access
Collaboration among software processes involves much more semantics and those cannot be
left out without explicitly stating how each process accesses data owned by other processes
Hence There is no attempt to totally automate collaborative process modeling
Collaborative Process Modeling CPM
The idea is to express collaboration between processes as overlapping sets of subtasks that
are importedexported between the collaborating processes

Note that unlike a data importexport facility such an approach for processes might be hard
if not impossible in the general case For example it is far from clear how to export a
procedure of an imperative process program eg as written in APPLA 	
 with possible
persistent data of its own between processes For example this requires addition of a
calling interface inputoutput specications datastructure compatibility and so forth On
the other hand exploiting both the declarative and the decompositional nature of the rule
paradigm ie the fact that a procedure or task is fragmented and consists of multiple
independent rules it is feasible to export a subset of a program and integrate it with
another program as will be seen below There has been an ongoing debate in the PCE
community on what is the preferred processmodeling paradigm eg rulebased petrinets
imperative and comparative studies were made in 
 and 	
 This topic is in general
outside the scope of this paper but for the approach described here the rulebased paradigm
is clearly favorable
Each SubEnv exports a subset of its rules that can be used by remote processes along
with the list of SubEnvs that are allowed access to them A SubEnv imports exportable
rules into its own process provided that the rules are schemacompatible with the importing
SubEnv Schemacompatibility means that the subschema addressed in the imported rule
is compatible with the schema in the importing SubEnv For example if the imported rule
accesses an attribute att of class C then C as dened in the importing SubEnv must
have an attribute att with the same type As a reminder this check is necessary because
it is possible to have C dened dierently in dierent SubEnvs As a side note schema
compatibility can be checked once when imported rules are integrated with the local process
Imported rules are the only means by which a remote process can access data owned by
the process that exported them except for the objectbase browsing operations display
structure and printobjectcontents which are system nonprocessspecic operations
that are implicitly exportedimported by any two processes Those operations can be pre
vented on parts of the objectbase only by data access control restrictions Once rules are
imported they are integrated with the set of native rules and become part of the process
Therefore the specication of the exportimport rules cannot and should not be made
without verbal negotiation between the process engineers Note that if a process PA ex
ports a set of rules it does not mean that it can use them on any remote process  it only
allows other processes to use those rules on data owned by PA and on their own data Thus
it is incorrect to simply treat the intersection of the exported rule subsets of processes as
a shared pool of rules in which every rule of one process can be invoked on any data of
another process Allowing such behavior provides a convenient way to construct an invad
ing process In order for PA to access data in PB it has to use a rule explicitly exported
by PB However a real intersection of two processes can be made if both processes export
identical rules In fact the main application of this mechanism is to enable crossSubEnv
rules ie rules that operate on objects from multiple SubEnvs Hence In order to simplify
the denition of such decentralized rules a shared rule can be dened again with the list
of sharing SubEnvs and it suces that all SubEnvs sharing the rule will have it dened
as a shared rule eliminating the need to importexport it from each site Figure  claries
this issue A directed edge from a process P to a rule R in another process means that R













Figure  Rule importexport facility First Example
consists of rules R 	R of which R and R are exportable to P and process P consists
of rules R	R
 of which R
 is exportable to P  If P  imports from P it consists of
rules R 	R and R
 all of which can be invoked locally but only R
 can be used on P
and it cannot be used on any other remote process Similarly if P imports from P  it
consists of rules R	R
 and R	R but only R and R can be used when accessing P 
and they can be used only in P  and P but not on other remote processes Observe that if
for exampleR is identical to R
 then essentially the rule is shared between the processes
Thus in order for a rule to be red with parameters from multiple SubEnvs the rule has to
be appropriately importedexported or be a shared rule
Finally a more complex example involving  processes and shared rules is given in gure 
and the corresponding rule sets of the processes are P  f R  R R R	 R RP
R P R 	Sg P f R R R R R	P  R P R 	S g and P f R  R  
R  R  RP  R 	Sg Note that since P did not import R  from P it is not part
of P
The exported rules are essentially the means by which a process allows remote processes
to access its local data A remote SubEnv cannot access local data with an arbitrary rule
The collaboration between two SubEnvs processes is represented by the set of exported
imported rules If the set is empty there cannot be any interaction between the processes
and if it contains the entire rule sets of both processes it is highly collaborative The
implications of this model on chaining are given in 
Although the protocol is complex its strength is in its exibility with respect to the degree
of autonomy and collaboration that can be expressed in and among processes Explicit
collaboration is exploited by the fact that both ends must explicitly agree and dene the
subset of tasks that can be used across SubEnvs while with the absence of such denitions




























Figure  Rule importexport facility Second Example
Inter Process Consistency
One more problem to be solved in this model is how to ensure that a process that imported
rules from another process still retains its processconsistency ie whether the invariants
that were dened in the process are still valid in the objectbase with the extended ruleset
Process invariants are similar to program invariants ie these are premises made on some
parts of the data which are assumed to always hold on any instantiation of that process For
example a simple invariant might be specied as A system is built if all of its subsystems
are built Then it cannot be the case that at any time in any instantiation of that
process a subsystem is notbuilt yet the system is marked as built Adding new rules to an
existing process may introduce new invariants some of which might conict with the pre
existing ones As mentioned in section   Marvel supports the modeling of consistency
using consistency predicates with a proper enaction mechanism that preserves the dened
consistency model
The solution to this problem lies in the fact that augmenting the imported rules to an
existing process can be regarded as evolving the process and so a process evolution tool that
checks syntactic and schematic ie whether the rules operate on a compatible underlying
schema errors and analyzes the changes to detect possible inconsistencies in a single process
is sucient for retaining the consistency of the entire environment because imported and
shared rules are the only means for processes to interact with each other Initial work on
process evolution in PCEs has been done inMarvel 
 and an Evolver tool was developed
that is able to detect and update an objectbase to correspond to the newly dened process
consistency It is intended to be extended in the thesis for use by the import procedure

 Decentralized Process Enaction
Per SubEnv Oz assumes a fourlevel hierarchy of process enaction activity rule task and
session At the global environment level a fth SubEnv process level exists The activity
rule and task levels correspond to their denitions in process modeling with the additional
association of a rule with a transaction and a task realized by a chain of rules with a
nestedtransaction A transaction encapsulates a logical and atomic unit of work and a
nested transaction encapsulates a composite unit of work Transactions are deliberately only
abstractly dened here to avoid deviation from the main topic of this section The session
level does not have a counterpart in process modeling and corresponds to the sequence of
operations done by a single client from login to logout
In the decentralized enaction model the smallest unit of decentralization is the rule This
implies that a task containing multiple rules and a session containing multiple tasks are also
decentralizable and an activity is not This does not mean that all activities of a given task
must execute necessarily at the same SubEnv but an activity by denition executes in its
entirety in one SubEnv A possible extension would be to redirect execution of an activity to
dierent sites for purposes of specialpurpose resources loadbalancing etc Nevertheless
the activity would still be executed in its entirety in one host
The main reason for this decision is that activities in Marvel and subsequently in Oz
are considered as encapsulating external tools using a blackbox approach and interfacing
them to the environment 
 As such there is no environment control over the internals of
activity execution Although an approach for greybox integration has been contemplated
blackbox integration would still be a required feature
At rst glance there are two ways in which a task T can be decentralized in execution
  T imports remote objects into its own process and executes locally or  T spans a
subtask which is executed remotely This is similar to the two approaches in execution of
a distributed program fetch the data and execute locally or send a request for remote
function execution aka remote procedure call There are obvious tradeos between the
two approaches and the superiority of one approach over the other largely depends on the
nature of the activity and the volume and nature of the input and output data involved
Viewing the Oz process model as described so far several observations can be made First
process autonomy and consistency restricts application of the rst approach since remote
data may not be accessible to or updateable by the the local process Second activity
execution restricts application of the second approach because tools invoked by an activity
may not be available at the remote SubEnv In addition activity execution is not decen
tralized so there is no process control over its execution But most importantly a task in
Oz is not a predened set of operations Rather it is an initial activity preceded back
ward chaining and proceeded forward chaining by implications of that activity Moreover
conceptually a task is not executed necessarily sequentially although it was implemented
that way in Marvel The program to be executed consists of fragments of subtasks
which are not necessarily known in advance since their activation may be triggered as a
result of a change that was made in the objectbase ie forward chaining This paradigm
may be well suited to decentralization since a decentralized execution falls through  by

modifying a remote object the remote sites own process continues to execute by responding
to the update Thus Oz employs a third approach which diers from the two approaches
mentioned above At the activity level fetch remote objects and modify them locally but at
the task level fork and continue executions of subtasks in the remote sites This execution
model is explained succinctly below
Communicating Software Processes CSP
	
When a rule is red either manually or through chaining the data set accessed by the rule
being red can consist of
  local objects only
 remote objects of a single remote SubEnv
 a mixture of local and possibly multiple remote SubEnvs
The rst case is handled locally like in Marvel and is straight forward
In the second case a check has to be made that the rule being red can access the remote
process ie it has been exported by the remote process and imported by the local process
Once veried the execution is done in a remoteprocedurecall fashion ie the remote
SubEnv executes the rule Essentially this case is similar to invocation with only local
objects except the invocation point is remote The rationale for choosing this approach is
obvious Since the entire operation executes in a remote site there is no point in involving
the local process in any way except for possibly transferring data for activity execution
purposes
The dicult and interesting case is when a rule being red involves a mixture of local and
remote data Assume process P  in SubEnv SE  invokes a rule R  with parameter objects
from both SE  and from a remote SubEnv SE maintained by process P For simplicity
two SubEnvs are assumed but this can be extended to multiple SubEnvs Call SE  the
coordinating SubEnv R  is eectively a shared rule since it must be part of both SE  and
SE in order to be able to access remote objects Recall that objects can be bound either
as actual or derived parameters which are collected through the binding section of the rule
The execution of rule R  is done as follows
  binding  The relevant attribute values of the remote objects ie those considered in
the rules bindings are transferred to SE  in order to evaluate the condition of the
rule Note that data autonomy is not a concern here since by denition R s objects
are visible otherwise they couldnt have been bound to R 
 condition evaluation  If the condition of the rule a logical expression is not satised
the list of unsatisable predicates along with the list of failed objects from SE are
sent to SE Note that in some cases depending on the condition and the values of
the attributes an unsatised condition can be made satisable only by considering
local objects For example a condition of the form 

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where a is bound only to local objects and b is bound only to remote objects should
be evaluated by trying to satisfy the rst predicate and only upon failure try to satisfy
the second predicate since satisfying either of them is sucient On the other hand
it is in general impossible to do decentralized condition evaluation since the condition
may be a nested logical expression involving predicates which are evaluated at dierent
SubEnvs Moreover each symbol in a predicate may have bindings of objects from
multiple SubEnvs in which case even a single quantied predicate would have to be
evaluated in the coordinating SubEnv So although each objects state with respect
to a condition can be evaluated at the objects origin SubEnv the combination of
the evaluations must be coordinated at a central place As mentioned earlier query
optimization per se is outside the scope of this thesis but evaluation techniques will
be discussed in the thesis
In order to satisfy the condition both SE  and SE backward chain as necessary o
the failed predicates each according to its local process If the predicates are satised
then the updated objects along with the relevant portions required for the execution
of the activity are sent back to SE  which in turn invokes the activity
 Activity Execution  This is done in SE  the coordinating SubEnv Note that the
activity is the only part of the rule that accesses les represented by le attributes
which can be arbitrarily large in volume Thus in case of physical decentralization
the transfer of product data occurs only in this phase to avoid unnecessary overhead
see section  for more on remote data transfer
	 Assertions  On completion of the activity P  asserts the local eects on local objects
and sends the remote objects to P which in turn asserts the eects in SE and
subsequently each process forward chains according to its own process
The interesting point here is that both backward and forward chaining occur in the local
SubEnvs according to the local processes and process data is in sole control of the local
process while execution of the actual activity involves local and remote data Since process
enaction is recursive both backward and forward chaining can lead to further crossSubEnv
execution
A metaphor to this execution can be a summit meeting Before the meeting the actual
activity each party SubEnv takes care of handling local constraints that are necessary for
the meeting to take place then the meeting activity is being held where the various parties
meet together and collaborate and once the meeting is over and there were made conclusions
return code of the activity all parties return home and carry out the implications of the
meeting in their local sites
An important principle employed is that an objectbase is owned by the local process
that operates on it Thus while process data which is specic to a SubEnv is logically
manipulated by multiple processes it is physically manipulated only by the local process
 
while product data can be accessed and modied by remote processes This is where the
distinction between process and product data is signicant
The following example illustrates how two dierent processes can coexist and produce use
ful results This example involve collaboration at the micro level involving negrained
activities The next section described a solution to the motivation problem given earlier
In SubEnv SE  an edit activity on a CFILE cannot be executed unless the le has been
reserved with RCS 	
 After editing and if changes were made the le should be compiled
and if successful notify dependent caller modules about the change
In SubEnv SE an edit activity on a CFILE cannot be executed unless the le has been
reserved with SCCS 
 After editing and if changes were made the le should be analyzed
using lint and if successful proceed with compilation
Rulemulti	edit takes two CFILEs as parameters Assume that multiedit is red from SE 
with one local object a and one object from SE b Further assume that multiedit is a
shared rule Figure   illustrates the ow of control when executing the multi	edit rule
failures are ignored for now these will be explored in the thesis
Once the two objects are bound as parameters to the rule following user selection of those
objects the condition is examined If a predicate on b is not satised then the failed
predicate is sent to SE which in turn tries to satisfy it by backward chaining o the failed
predicate In this case it will invoke the local SCCS activity If a predicate on a fails it will
backward chain locally to execute similar rule but will use RCS Once conditions are satised
the updated b is shipped to SE  and the activity in this case editing is executed in SE 
Once done the proper assertions depending on the result of the activity that should be
asserted on b are sent to SE which in turn starts a forward chain o those assertions In
this case the assertions trigger a lint and compile On the other hand SE  continues with
compile followed by a notication subtask which in turn may trigger further forward chains
to reach transitive closure of callers This example shows how two processes with dierent
tools SCCS vs RCS and dierent process workows can collaborate
 Solution of Motivation Example Using CSP
Figure    describes one way of modeling the motivating example task described in section 
with additional details about the local processes and its actual enaction using CSP Note
that each box in the gure does not necessarily represent a single activity but rather subtasks
which in reality would be broken down to a negrained set of rules
A change task is initiated by the coordinating SubEnv SE which requires backward
chaining to pre	approve This takes place in a decentralized manner and is preformed
dierently at dierent SubEnvs Unlike SE SE  requires a separate analysis step before
performing the preapproval activity Once done the actual change is applied to L followed
by decentralized forwardchaining to the various testing subprocesses at the SubEnvs Note
that SE has a manualtest procedure eg for testing userinterface which involves human











Figure   Example of the CSP protocol
























Figure    Solution to Motivating Example Using CSP

tests whereas the other SubEnvs have an automatic testing facility Once unittesting is
complete and assuming no errors found an integration test is performed in the coordinating
SubEnv involving product data from all SubEnvs and thus performed in a centralized
manner
 The Architecture
This section presents the physical architecture of Oz intended to realize the decentralized
model The architecture is based on Marvels architecture as presented in section  
and extends it in two main directions
 Multiple instances Marvels core entities  servers clients loaders and daemons 
and added functionality and interfaces among them
 Reengineering of the architecture to accommodate true componentization both for
replacing components within the Oz framework and for exporting components to ex
ternal frameworks
As mentioned earlier this proposal focuses on the rst aspect namely decentralization
Componentization is a group eort of the Oz project as a whole and is not specically
addressed here although it will be partially addressed in the thesis
The following aspects of the architecture are discussed in this section
  Largegrained components and their interconnections
 Specication of architectural extensions
 Communication among SubEnvs
	 Decentralized naming schemes
 Dynamic conguration of SubEnvs
  Components and Inter Connections
The Oz architecture is illustrated in gure   showing two active SubEnvs The system
consists of three core runtime entities  Oz Connection Server OCS Oz Server OSV
and Oz Client OCL  augmented by the process translator Oz Loader OLD and process
evolution tool Oz Evolver OEV
Oz Connection Server OCS is an extension of the Marvel daemon It is responsible for
reestablishing connections from local clients remote clients and remote servers into a local
SubEnv by serving as a mediator for handshaking between the various Oz entities How































Figure   Oz Architecture
OCS provides a wakeup operation to activate servers on inactive SubEnvs upon local and
remote requests for service
Oz server OSV is the central entity inOz It enacts a projectspecic process on a SubEnv
manages its data and serves local and remote clients Like Marvels server it is composed
of three main components process synchronization and data managers
Oz Client OCL is the frontend to the enduser consisting of the user interface including
an objectbase browser an activity execution manager and a message handler
Oz Loader OLD is a collection of programs that translate and load the external project
specic process model encapsulated tools synchronizationcoordination model and the data
model into the process activity synchronization and data managers respectively
Oz Evolver OEV supports process and schema change and evolution by analyzing the
changes and evolving the objectbase to be consistent with the new data and process models
Inter	component Connections
OCS is bidirectionally connected to local OCLs for activation requests and to remote OCLs
for activation as well as for SubEnv name resolution and for establishing initial connection
and reconnections to the SubEnv see section  In addition OCS is unidirectionally
connected to the local OSV that it either activates or redirects to it indirect requests from
remote OCLs
OSV maintains connections at several conceptual layers The process manager is connected
to other process managers of related OSVs for execution of a decentralized process as part

of the CSP protocol Similarly the synchronization manager is connected to other synchro
nization managers of related OSVs However the data manager is not connected to other
data managers since the data is owned and accessed by its local process

 But the data
manager is connected to both local and remote OCLs for displaying the objectbase image
In addition the link between the data manager and remote OCLs is used to transfer product
data for activity execution when the le system is not shared Finally the process manager
maintains connections to its local OCLs and possibly to friend remote clients remote
clients that have access to the local SubEnv to service their requests for simplicity this
kind of link is not shown in in the gure
OCL maintains connections to process managers of local and remote OSVs and to local and
remote OCSs as explained above
OLD and OEV are both connected to their local OSV for loading and evolution of processes
and to peer OLDs and OEVs for implementation of the CPM model
Note that some of the connections do not necessarily always exist but they can potentially
be formed if needed The bold links between a client and its local server are assumed to
always exist Also note that the links drawn in the gure are conceptual links which are
physically realized in lower levels of the architecture
Operational Overview
Each global environment consists of n SubEnvs At any point none some or all SubEnvs
may be active meaning that exactly one OSV and usually at least one OCL is running on
that SubEnv A SubEnv is associated with a site but not with a specic host since the le
system is shared within a site so a SubEnv can run on any host in the site
Each site can have zero one or multiple dierent SubEnvs from the same or dierent
global environments spread out arbitrarily among hosts in the site Their entry points are
maintained in the OCSs environment base see below which is a sitespecic table
A user logs in to a specic SubEnv of a specic global environment by invoking an OCL
which in turn establishes a communication link with the local OSV assumed to reside on the
same site ie share the le system If the OCS is currently inactive OCS is responsible
for activating it with preference to activate it on the host where the SubEnvs objectbase
physically resides termed the primary host A user can have any number of active OCLs
connected to the same or dierent OSVs
Once the initialization phase is complete the user receives through a client a set of process
rules an image of the local objectbase and its schema and a list of SubEnv objects each
of which represents a remote SubEnv of the global environment see section  for the
description of SubEnv objects
Using the SubEnv objects the user can expand and shrink an image of a remote objectbase
in order to access directly remote objects subject to access control restrictions on the remote
site Recall that image means that only structural information for browsing is physically
	
Such a link might be still needed in the future for geographical decentralization to support data
prefetching

Figure   Oz objectbase
in the client not the contents of the objectbase The expand operation is established via
a remote login request to a remote server which entitles the client to browse the remote
objectbase but not to use the process operating on it as explained below The refresh
policy of remote objectbases may vary depending on the degree of remoteness and frequency
of interactions Remote objects can be accessed indirectly as a result of a process subtask
that involves remote access In this case there is no need for an explicit expansion request
A populated global objectbase is modeled as a forest of trees each of which represents a
local objectbase rooted with a special SUB ENV object For example gure   shows an
image of the local objectbase rooted at object NY which is expanded by default and two
other remote SubEnv objects CT and NJ which are not expanded at this point and gure
 	 shows the objectbase with the two remote SubEnvs expanded Note that although the
objectbase contains also horizontal nonhierarchical links there is always a tree structure
imposed by the hierarchical composition links so a tree structure always exists Also note
that crossobjectbase links can be formed
The architecture as presented in the proposal does not take into account all the implications
of large geographical distribution yet However it does not preempt such operation ie it
does not assume that all involved entities run in a single site either While an OSV and
its local OCLs are assumed to reside on the same site and share the le system but not
other resources no shared resources such as processors memory or le system are assumed
between multiple OSVs and between OSVs and remote OCLs The main issue to resolve
for arbitrary geographical distribution is to incorporate the variablebandwidth factor into
the architecture and to address the problems associated with transferring les across sites
eciently when the le system is not shared

Figure  	 Expanded Oz objectbase
 Architectural Extensions
The following is a specications of the extensions to the Marvel architecture that are
required in order to build the Oz architecture These include listings of implementation
problems to be addressed in the realization of Oz  The general communication and cong
uration model is described separately in subsequent sections
OCS
Like Marvels daemon OCS has a wellknown address realized by the Unix network
services data base and is conceptually always active realized by the Unix inetd mecha
nism OCS extensions are
 Remote activation of servers within a site via rsh and exec mechanisms
 Environment name resolution and maintenance of the Environment Base EB ex
plained in section  for establishing connections between remote OCLs and the
local OSV
OSV
Since OSV is the central component of Oz extensions to this component are the main
implementation eort of this thesis The main extension is in supporting the CSP protocol
for execution of decentralized processes in multiple SubEnvs by multiple OSVs Specic
extensions include
Process Management
 Decentralized binding and condition evaluation

 Chaining across SubEnvs  mechanisms for chaining from one SubEnv to another This
includes exchanging relevant information between OSVs and extensions to the current
inversion algorithm for binding objects to parameters of rules 	

 Scheduling  Marvel has a single contextswitch point within a single rule before
sending an activity for execution at the client This is adequate since both the condi
tion evaluation and the assertion of an eect of a rule is performed atomically However
a rule evaluation in Oz might involve multiple processors some of which are remote
which requires to enable the coordinating OSV to switch contexts while waiting for
binding or query evaluation response
Synchronization and Failure Recovery
As mentioned earlier synchronization is in general out of scope and is investigated in parallel
by Heineman The following is an outline of the problems to be addressed in the implemen
tation of the synchronization component
 Decentralized transaction management
 Extensions due to nonatomic evaluation of a rule
 Extensions to the programmable interface to support interSubEnv coordination
 Recovery of partial site failures
 Implications of Prefetching for physical decentralization
Object Management
 Support multiple diering schemas
 CrossSubEnv links which are important to enable semantic relationships between
objects in dierent SubEnvs and to enable crossSubEnv navigational queries which
are necessary for crossSubEnv chaining
 Split and merge operations on objectbases which are necessary to support mobility and
dynamic reconguration
 Builtin operations on objects across SubEnvs such as move copy link
 Distributed query evaluation and optimization in the presence of multiple schemas in
a global environment
 Prefetching of remote objects for local processing if the le system is not shared




LikeMarvels client OCL is a processless entity ie it has no knowledge of the process it
operates on and can be viewed as a frontend interface to the environment The fundamental
dierence between OCL and Marvels client is in the support for multiple connections to
servers OCL can view multiple objectbases from multiple SubEnvs ie multiple OSVs
simultaneously both for viewing purposes and for selecting objects frommultiple objectbases
as arguments to multiSubEnv rules However an OCL is always attached to a single OSV
hence a single process typically its local OSV A possible extension may be to allow an
OCL to switch among processes and add the notion of a current process where the access
to a process is manifested by having the rule set of the current process accessible to the
client
Another required extension is in enabling to specify an objectbase image refresh policy on a
per objectbase basis This is crucial for physical distribution where dierent SubEnvs may
have totally dierent bandwidths between them and the OCL
As for activitymanagement since an activity is modeled inOz as an atomic nondecentralizable
unit decentralization should have minimal eect on its design The main dierence is that
executing an activity on a remote objectbase requires physical transfer of product data since
the le system is not necessarily shared among SubEnvs Thus under the variable band
width assumption prefetching techniques such as in 	
 would be employed to enhance the
performance of remote activity execution
OLD
 Language extensions to support CPM importexport
 Distributed process translation and loading mechanism to support CPM
OEV
 Addressing fully the interprocess consistency problem introduced by CPM
 Communication Model
The following section is organized as follows First highlevel design goals are presented
second the notion of SubEnvbased addressing is presented third a description of the
model for storing the communication information is given and fourth the general protocol
for communication across SubEnvs is given
Design Goals
Tailorability  Ideally all the information necessary for providing the various communication
services should be tailorable and specied with a modeling language which could either be an
extension of the process modeling language or in separate language while the runtime enti
ties should provide mechanisms to implement those specications However communication
	
modeling poses some problems that do not exist in process modeling First since communi
cation is primarily concerned with interSubEnv interactions tailoring can be made only on
a global environment basis as opposed to per SubEnv which means that communication
modeling is at least partially a global modeling procedure Second communication involves
lowlevel protocols and mechanisms that are usually builtin internally in the system and
are not exposed to higher level applications Nevertheless it is clear that for arbitrary ge
ographical distribution some form of parameterization or programmability will be required
to determine intersite communication
The rst step taken here towards providing communication modeling capabilities as will
be seen shortly is that all the information regarding communication services is modeled
with classes and is kept internal to the objectbases of the SubEnvs and a set of rules
operate on them However the classes and rules are builtin and known to the system
The second step would be to explore possibilities to generalize this approach and allow for
each global environment to dene its own communication classes and rules and evolve them
when necessary As mentioned earlier another specic aspect of communication modeling
that should be parameterized is the clientserver refresh policy
Naming  In order to exploit decentralization no central entity is assumed This applies to
naming schemes data repositories and control procedures In particular the conguration
of a global environment is replicated in all SubEnvs to avoid the need for a central gatewaying
entity Naming is discussed separately in section 	
Performance  The main requirement is to keep the communication overhead of the possibly
overloaded multiuser servers as low as possible Therefore whenever possible clients which
are singleuser should communicate with remote servers directly without going through
their local servers In particular operations that do not involve process interactions eg
browsing remote objectbases should be done with minimal or no intervention of the local
server
SubEnv	based Addressing
A fundamental aspect of the communication model is how to identify and locate remote
SubEnvs of a global environment
One possible approach termed here sitecentered is to bind each SubEnv with a site and a
corresponding site object The advantage of this approach is that it relies on the Internet
addressing scheme for SubEnvs thus eliminating the need for an Ozspecic name space for
SubEnvs However sitebased addressing has several limitations First it restricts to have
in each site only one SubEnv per global environment in order to provide uniqueness But
there can be cases where it is desirable to maintain several SubEnvs of a global environment
in the same site each SubEnv with possibly dierent responsibilities ie testing team and
development team and thus with dierent processes Second it implies hard binding of a
SubEnv to a specic site This may not be desirable especially for reconguration purposes
Thus an alternative approach chosen here is a SubEnvbased addressing In this approach
each SubEnv is identied and represented by a special SubEnv object with a unique identity
see below The SubEnv object contains all the necessary contact information including
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sitename  string 
 hostname




activehost  string 
 hostname
hostipaddr  string 
 dotted format
port  integer   
 port number	 if active

 protocol  TCP	 UDP	 OTHER 
 Not supported yet
local  boolean 
 TRUE if local	 FALSE if remote
state  New	 Initialized	 Defunct   New
active  boolean  FALSE 
 TRUE if active	 not guaranteed
subenvob  setof ENTITY 
 The actual objectbase
Figure   SUB ENV builtin class
its network address The important point here is that unlike in sitebased addressing the
network address information is changeable and is not part of the identity of the object
Communication Database
Oz maintains two repositories of information for storing location information the SubEnv
map and the Environment Base EB
The SubEnv Map is a repository that contains all the necessary information for locating and
communicating with remote as well as local SubEnvs The SubEnv map is a semireplicated
resource the notion of semireplicated will be claried shortly and all SubEnvs of a given
global environment contain it Note that unlike distributed nondecentralized systems Ozs
SubEnv map is not hidden it is available in all levels of abstraction including OSVs OCLs
and users who can see the map and know where each object physically resides
As explained above in order to integrate the communication protocols within the process
framework the SubEnv map is maintained within the objectbase of each participating server
and is manipulated by special builtin rules Each SubEnv maintains its connectivity infor
mation in an object instantiated from a builtin class named SUB ENV as dened in Figure  
Figure   shows an example of a SUB ENV instance corresponding to the NY object in g
ure  
The SUB ENV class consists of static and dynamic components The static component con
tains general site information eg environment and SubEnv ids The dynamic component
contains frequentlychanged information regarding the currently active host such as ip ad
dress port number etc The distinction between the dynamic and static components is used
in the communication protocol see below
The Environment Base EB  Every site has a single EB table maintained by its OCS with
entries for all SubEnvs registered in the site each SubEnv listed within its global environ
ment name to identify them uniquely see section 	 Each entry contains the global
	
Figure   A SUB ENV instance
environment name and id the SubEnv name and id and the local environment directory
ie directory in the le system where the local environment resides including the object
base the process and the le system containing product data Note that this is the only
place where there is a mapping between a SubEnv and its associated directory Thus remote
servers or clients are not aware of the location in the le system of the environment since
it is not assumed that they have access to this le system Since an EB is sitespecic as
opposed to SubEnvspecic it need not be replicated It is updated when the conguration
changes see 
The Communication Protocol A Lazy Update Approach
There is an inherent tradeo between providing good average performance to all communi
cating entities regardless of their degree or kind of interaction  and between providing high
performance as a function of the degree of interaction between the entities In decentralized
environments the price of maintaining average performance may be very high because there
is no bound to the distancebandwidth between entities and the communication overhead
for updating the entities about changes made is likely to be very high especially when the
environments are not always active as in Oz
Thus the latter approach is adopted here where the system as a whole makes some eort to
keep the SubEnv map up to date with respect to the dynamic information maintained in the
SubEnv objects However this information is not assumed to always be valid In contrast
the static information is assumed to be valid invariably The idea is to keep the freshness
of the dynamic information as a function of the frequency of communication That is the
more a remote SubEnv is contacted the more its dynamic SubEnv object information will
be accurate at the contacting SubEnv
There are essentially two possible channels of communication The indirect channel involves
going through the remote OCS in order to locate the remote server and establish the con
nection This is done using the static site information of the SubEnv object representing the
remote server The other direct channel is using the dynamic host information in order to
contact directly the remote server A remote server can always be located using the indirect
channel which is always valid but with higher cost The only time when such a connection
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would fail is when the site itself is not reachable On the other hand the direct channel
provides fast connection but may be out of date In some cases there isnt even a running
server on a given SubEnv which means that indirect communication must take place The
main point is that if the communication between the entities is frequent the dynamic infor
mation is kept up to date by the remote server That is a server updates its representative
SubEnv objects in remote SubEnvs only on demand This is why the SubEnv map is only
semireplicated while the static information is truly replicated the dynamic information is
not and a SubEnv object may vary in its contents in dierent SubEnvs Note that indirect
communication is essential to handle host and intrasite failures in which case it might be
able to restart a remote server on a dierent host in the site In addition since a SubEnv
may not be active the OCS must invoke a server when a request is made to contact it
The main benet of the double mode approach with lazy update is that there is no need
to maintain frequently changing information up to date in all SubEnv servers which are
arbitrarily distributed and vary in their frequency of communication between them Such
a requirement would be prohibitively expensive On the other hand the system can still
provide direct and faster access between entities that communicate frequently
The actual protocol for communication between remote entities either clientserver or server
server is described in gure   For example in case of client CL to remoteserver RS
communication the protocol is as follows if RS is marked in the local SubEnv map as
active then the client uses the dynamic host information to connect to the server If
the connection fails or if the SubEnv object representing RS is marked as inactive it uses
the static site information of the RS object to establish connection If successful it gets
the active host information from the currently active host updates the local SubEnv map
and communicates If connection is refused then there is a system failure eg network
breakdown primary host of the SubEnv is down etc Note that all the information for
both direct and indirect communication is obtainable from the local SubEnv objects as
dened in Figure   and the environment base
Finally the addressing scheme as presented so far allows only for a at address space for
SubEnvs This may be limited and inecient as the number of SubEnvs in a global environ
ment grows Extending the SubEnv address space to support a hierarchy of SubEnvs may
be explored in the thesis
 Decentralized Naming Schemes
As mentioned above the goal is to avoid a centralized naming scheme or authority In
particular it is desired for each SubEnv to be able to name objects rules and new SubEnvs
autonomously yet still guarantee uniqueness This is the subject of this section
Object Ids
Distributed object naming schemes have been thoroughly investigated over the years espe
cially in the area of distributed databases eg 
 This is in general outside the scope
of this thesis However an approach which ts the requirements of a DEPCE is presented
below A short survey about object naming schemes will be given in the thesis
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Figure   Oz communication protocol
A desired property of an object id scheme should be the ability to extract an objects SubEnv
from its id so that a remote client can instantly identify and possibly contact the remote
SubEnv This feature is important to support high visibility yet reasonable performance
Experience with using Marvel has shown that objects are accessed frequently for browsing
purposes In addition for autonomy purposes object id assignment should be performed
solely by the objectbase manager of a single SubEnv
In order to determine uniqueness and support fast addressing each object is identied by
the pair SubEnv id obj id where the latter is determined locally and the former relies
on the unique SubEnv id see below An alternative approach would be to rely directly on
the Internet naming scheme In this case the Internet address of the SubEnvs primary host
could be chosen since a site address does not guarantee uniqueness However it is possible
although not very likely that multiple SubEnvs of the same global environment will reside
in a given host which prevents uniqueness In addition this approach would violate the
general approach of SubEnvbased addressing by binding xed host information to an id
SubEnv Naming scheme
The problem here is how to identify SubEnvs uniquely SubEnv naming scheme is important
since SubEnv objects are the vehicle for communicating across SubEnvs As will be seen
in  it should be possible for the registering server at a given SubEnv to autonomously
assign a name and id for a new SubEnv The approach taken here is simple Relying on the
premise that the SubEnv map is a replicated resource adding a SubEnv is not much more
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than adding a normal object to a local objectbase and is subject to the same constraints
namely its name cannot be the same as any of its sibling objects in this case other
SubEnvs and its id which is generated by the local objectbase has to be unique within the
local objectbase Thus only local considerations are taken The SubEnvs userlevel name is
the SubEnv name given to it by the creator of the SUB ENV object and its internal env id is
generated by the objectbase at the registering SubEnv exactly like any other object except
in this case the generated id is used for the subenv id component of the object id
One problem with this approach is that this scheme assumes only one SubEnv registration
in an environment at a time If two or more SubEnvs are added at a time from multiple
registering SubEnvs a possible name clash might occur However if the registration process
is implemented as an atomic operation then since registration implies replication multiple
simultaneous registrations will result in a conict by which only one registration will get
through and all others will be aborted and rolled back
 	
Global Environment Naming Scheme
In order to uniquely name global environments without limiting geographically or by other
criteria the possibility of any site to join an environment a global assignment is in general
unavoidable On the other hand it is reasonable to assume that certain sites which are
not related to each other in any way will never work together In this case the existence
of multiple environments with same name does not present a problem In addition unlike
SubEnvs the global environment name space is used only at the system level typically to
enable the Connection Server to distinguish between multiple SubEnvs in a site which can
overlap in their names across environments
In order to provide systemlevel uniqueness without imposing a central addressing scheme
the existing global Internet addressing scheme is used Note that this does not contradict
the SubEnvbased addressing approach as described earlier since the Internet names are
used only for identifying global environments and not for identifying SubEnvs within an
environment An environment id is a global id local id pair where global id is the Internet
site address of the creator site of an environment and local id is an id generated by the
creating site to distinguish between multiple global environments created in the same site
This way although there maybe multiple environments with the same userlevel name they
will be distinguished in their systemlevel environment id Since each SUB ENV object
contains its global environment id uniqueness is guaranteed at the system level
 Environment Conguration
The conguration of a global environment is dynamic ie SubEnvs can be added or deleted
dynamically Environment conguration is supported by a registration process Note that
unlike other aspects of communication where the lazy approach is preferred the registra
tion process must be preformed promptly and consistently Registration of a new SubEnv is
a twostep process performed at an active server of an existing SubEnv As for creating the
 

Ensuring atomicity of a distributed operation by two phase commit is assumed to be supported in Oz
and is in general outside the scope of this thesis
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rst SubEnv of an environment a simple procedure can be applied which does not involve
any remote interaction It is omitted here
  Using an active server on a SubEnv the new SubEnv information is registered in a
newly created SUB ENV object which is replicated in all other active and inactive
SubEnvs
 The registering SubEnv initializes the newly established SubEnv by sending to it the
SubEnv map
A similar approach can be dened for removing a SubEnv from a global environment
Note that step one implies that inactive servers get also notied and updated This is done
using the normal connection protocol as described in gure   since an inactive server can
be activated by its connection server
Registration is performed using the Oz process and data models ie at the process level in
order to enable future tailoring on a perenvironment basis The relative detail in which the
registration procedure is given below is intended to show the feasibility of the Oz process
formalism to support conguration tasks However it is not a crucial part of the proposal
and can be skipped
SubEnv registration is done using the register subenv and send subenv map rules shown in gure
 which correspond to steps  and  above respectively Each of these rules invokes an envelope
not shown here which internally invokes servers in batch mode to update their objectbases
by invoking the hidden rules ie rules not accessible to end users init remote subenv and
init subenv map respectively shown in gure 	
 Related Work
This section is divided into work that has been done directly in PCEs and relevant work done
in related elds namely Heterogeneous Data Bases Concurrent Engineering and Computer
Support for Collaborative Work
	  Distributed and Decentralized PCEs
As noted in the introduction to date there has not been much work on decentralization of
PCEs Thus mainly theoretical work is presented The work surveyed here can be catego
rized into two kinds   motivational papers that realize the need for decentralization of
PCEs and specify requirements for DEPCEs and  few attempts to build systems which
support some form of decentralization distribution andor process interoperation
Shy Taylor and Osterweil 
 draw an analogy between software development and the
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Figure   Hidden Rules Invoked from Enveloeps
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appropriate for software development environments  with global support for environment
infrastructure capabilities and local management with means to mediate relations between
local processes Among the justications made in the paper for this model as opposed to
corporate autocracy or radical decentralization are
 Level of global support is not rigid
 While the communication is established under guidelines determined by the global
process the actual communication is provided and maintained under the control of
the agents themselves
 Extensibility  integration of processes and services can be implemented gradually
Although it does not map directly to the Oz model and it is impossible to draw an exact
mapping because the model described in that paper is highly abstract it is close enough
to view it as a philosophical justication for the decentralized model presented in this
proposal
Heimbigner argues in  
 that just like databases environments will move to looser fed
erated architectures  address interoperability between partialenvironments of varying
degrees of openness He also notes that part of the reason for not adopting this approach
until recently was due to the inadequacy of existing software process technology How
ever his focus is on support for multiple formalisms and in retrotting a process onto a
processignorant environment The ProcessWall 
 proposed by Heimbigner is an attempt
to address one particular aspect of federation namely process formalism interoperability
The main idea in the ProcessWall is the separation of process state from the programs to con
struct the state so in theory multiple process formalisms eg procedural and rulebased
can coexist and be used for writing fragments of a process However decentralization per se
is not addressed and in particular the process state server is inherently centralized A pro
cess server as a distinguished component of Oz that supports multiple formalisms is being
investigated by Popovich 
 and complements the homogeneous process interoperability
described in the proposal
Peuschel and Wolf explain in 
 why current clientserver architectures are not adequate
to support distributed software processes analyze the requirements for supporting such
processes and discuss possible architectural approaches to supporting them with the intent
to investigate a future distributed architecture for the Merlin PCE  
 This work can also
be regarded as motivational work
Kernelr 
 from the Eureka Software Factory project is an actual system that supports
process interoperation The approach taken here is to identify and divide the global pro
cess into three distinguished kinds of process fragments and support each with a separate
process engine and formalism The process fragments and their associated engines are  
interworking process engine for cooperation between teams or within a team using MEL
MAC  	
  interaction process engine for a singleuser workspace and  a software bus
for tool interoperation Thus unlike the ProcessWall approach the interoperation is not
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only at the logical level but at the physical architectural level But decentralization per se
is not addressed in the architecture
Oikos  
 is a rulebased PCE that supports distribution using a hierarchy of blackboards
that resemble the tuple spaces in Linda   
 Oikos enables to specify a wide range of services
as part of process enactment including database schemas and transactions In addition each
blackboard can have a dierent subprocess and in that sense process decentralization is
supported although in a dierent way than in Oz 
	 Heterogeneous and Distributed DataBases HDDB
The relevance of work in HDDB to DEPCEs is as relevant as work in DBMS to PCEs As
most PCEs are essentially datacentered they require specialpurpose databases for man
agement of persistent storage of the artifacts being developed 
 also known as software
engineering databases Similarly datacentered DEPCEs including Oz require mecha
nisms to support distributed and decentralized data and therefore HDDB technology is of
major importance
Orion 
 is the latest in the series of Orion databases developed at Microelectronics
and Computer Technology Corp Itasca is a later commercial version based on the Orion
systems It is a distributed but not heterogeneous ObjectOriented Data Base OODB
supporting private and shared databases The main motivation for this design is to support
design applications eg CAD SE that involve longduration activities The idea is to
provide private workspaces that are isolated from the shared area and thus can be treated
privately eg to reduce concurrency conicts while supporting consistent references and
migration from and to the shared area However Orion is homogenous in that it supports
a single schema which as evidenced limits the degree of freedom provided in the private
area Such an approach if adopted by Oz would preempt decentralization Furthermore it
allows only for two modes namely private and shared and presupposes a checkout model
for concurrency This may not be suitable for more advanced cooperation models within and
among teams
Pegasus  
 from HP laboratories is an HDDB that supports integration of various database
models eg relational hierarchical with an objectoriented language called Heterogeneous
Object SQL HOSQL that allows to dene mappings from other schemas local data sources
into a unied Pegasus data model by supporting attachments of actual databases to a
Pegasus database using the schematic mappings The approach for integration is based on
the notion of upwardinheritance where types can be superimposed to generalize on local
types in dierent schemas and dierent databases Pegasus integrates function and object
oriented programming techniques to enable mapping of any data model and schema into the
Pegasus model by attaching optional functions that implement the mapping
UniSQLM  
 is an HDDB that assumes a common relational data model to which all
component database systems must convert their schemas The paper provides a complete
framework for classifying schematic and data heterogeneity as a basis for a later homogeniza
tion of the databases The general approach to homogeneity with an underlying common
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formalism is the one intended to be used in Oz for process as well as data integration How
ever it is important to verify that the common model is powerful enough to support a wide
variety of schemas or ways to extend the common model For example it is not clear how
to map an objectoriented data model with recursive denition of composite objects into a
relational data model Similarly the common process model has to be suciently express
ible to support various process modeling formalisms and ways to extend the common model
when needed As mentioned earlier this problem is currently studied by Popovich
	 Concurrent Engineering CE
CE is concerned with computer support for engineering tasks that require collaboration of
dierent groups which are possibly geographicallydispersed and often with dierent per
spectives on the product The main focus is on providing proper support for concurrency in
particular with respect to access to data by tools CE is relevant to PCEs and particularly
DEPCEs in that DEPCE requires cooperative tools and mechanisms for implementation of
the functionality as specied in a multiuser decentralized process
Distributed  Integrated environment for Computeraided Engineering DICE 	 
 is used
to integrate multiple engineering disciplines and applications It is based on the idea of a
logical blackboard as a shared workspace As such it does not support the issue of autonomy
It supports collaboration and heterogeneity at the application level but not at the data level
FLexible Environment for Collaborative Software Engineering Flecse  
 is an environment
intended to support product development of a group of geographicallydispersed engineers
focusing on multiuser tools for editing debugging and versioning The idea is to provide
a local user interface frontend and cached state of the tool and maintain the actual tools
data in a central location
		 Computer Support for Collaborative Work CSCW
CSCW is focusing on support for humantohuman interaction as opposed to humantools
and humancomputer interaction which is the main focus in CE including social and psy
chological aspects of collaboration and tools to enhance it
Conversation Builder CB  
 is a CSCW system that supports collaborative software
development The main concept in CB is that of a conversation which is a context in which
a user performs its actions utterances and can potentially aect other users participating
in the same conversation through a shared conversation space yet still protect their private
conversation space However the CB architecture is centralized and all client processes are
communicating with a shared conversation engine The underlying bus architecture of CB
allows for componentized avor and can be potentially integrated within the framework of
Oz  This is currently under investigation both in the Oz and the CB groups
Media Spaces 
  A multimedia project at Xerox PARC that has been in use for several
years and connected two sites It was intended to support virtualreality ie provide
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an environment whereby people that are physically separated can feel and operate as if
they were colocated Their specic approach to reaching virtual reality was on providing
nonactivityspecic oriented environment such as chanceencounters in addition to the
standard activityoriented support eg video conferencing The relevance of this work to
the proposal is mainly in that at some point DEPCEs will have to consider integration of
such technology
 Contribution and Evaluation
The main contributions of this work are in
 Identifying the requirements for decentralization of PCEs
 Designing a model for process as well as data decentralization both for process mod
eling and for process enaction with emphasis on autonomy and collaboration and on
exible control of those properties
 Realizing the model with an architecture that supports the model
 Building an actual working system as a proof of the concepts mentioned above and
for evaluation of them
As PCE decentralization is in its rst steps the innovation in this work is primarily with the
pioneering work in building such a system and with devising a model and an architecture
for a DEPCE
The evaluation of the system will be mainly done against the requirements and its intended
goals In addition with lack of benchmarks for software processes in general except the
ISPW problem 
 and for decentralized processes in particular metrics for evaluating
the system would have to be dened As part of the evaluation the ISPW problem will be
extended to cover cooperation among teams as opposed to cooperation within team
It is expected that the following will be achieved in the thesis
 A complete theoretical framework and design for Oz covering logical and physical
decentralization
 A working implementation of Oz supporting logical decentralization and some aspects
of physical decentralization see below
 A sample decentralized collaborative process based on extensions to the ISPW example
will be
 dened as explained above
 modeled and enacted
 evaluated

 Evidence of Feasibility and Research Plan

  Evidence
First and foremost Marvel   the latest version in a series of releases is a complete
working PCE that has been reliably used for over a year by the Marvel group supporting
the development of Marvel itself and by other external groups and is well recognized in
the PCE community Marvels multiuser architecture which was designed by the author
in his MS thesis 
 is perhaps the strongest evidence that Oz is likely to succeed since the
Oz architecture is founded on Marvels although it extends it signicantly
Another past work that is directly applicable to Oz is process evolution which as described
in section  is instrumental in providing interprocess consistency although some exten
sions are likely to be made in it
Work that has been already done directly in the Oz project so far includes
 Preliminary work on the communication infrastructure for server to server and server
to remoteclient communication as described in section 




 The registration subprocess as described in section  has been implemented using
msl rules and batch invocations of clients including support for reregistration of an
existing process and for deregistration from an environment It was also an exercise
in testing the feasibility of the Oz process formalism to support such operations and
revealed some necessary extensions which are not dealt with here
 Preliminary work towards componentization was initiated by the Oz project as a
whole including writing a special process for development of componentized systems
and reengineering of the Marvel code In addition preliminary work on a process
for support of DEPCE construction is underway

 Plan
This is a proposal for a workplan for Oz There will be three stages of development
Oz    a preliminary version that will include infrastructure for interSubEnv commu
nication initial decentralized object management but still with a single schema and a
client user interface for browsing multiple SubEnvs In addition there will be support for
decentralized process modeling ie implementing CPM but without decentralized process
execution and requiring singleschema and singleprocess Note that some of the above have
already been implemented
  
This work is being implemented by YSKim and is near completion
	
Oz   will include heterogeneous data and process models decentralized rule processing
implementing CSP including chaining across SubEnvs simple decentralized query evalua
tion and integration with transaction support Heineman
Oz    will include architectural support for physical decentralization
In addition the thesis will include a full design of distance metrics as dened in sec
tion   and will address in general the Variable Bandwidth problem and optimization
of decentralized query evaluation
Version   is intended to be the rst operational version of Oz and the nal version asso
ciated with this thesis

 Schedule
The research and its associated implementation are expected to take roughly one year col
laborating with other members of the Oz project and with help from project students
The following table summarizes the research plan and times
Date Phase Description
August  Oz   Communication Decentralized Data
January 	 Oz  Logical Decentralization
May 	 Oz   Limited Physical Decentralization
August 	 Defense Written Dissertation
The milestones in the schedule represent in addition to implementation phases the stages in
the development of the theoretical framework evaluations of the model and the architecture
and writing of the dissertation
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